Abstract. We consider imaging of the building interior structures using compressive sensing (CS) with applications to through-thewall imaging and urban sensing. We consider a monostatic synthetic aperture radar imaging system employing stepped frequency waveform. The proposed approach exploits prior information of building construction practices to form an appropriate sparse representation of the building interior layout. We devise a dictionary of possible wall locations, which is consistent with the fact that interior walls are typically parallel or perpendicular to the front wall. The dictionary accounts for the dominant normal angle reflections from exterior and interior walls for the monostatic imaging system. CS is applied to a reduced set of observations to recover the true positions of the walls. Additional information about interior walls can be obtained using a dictionary of possible corner reflectors, which is the response of the junction of two walls. Supporting results based on simulation and laboratory experiments are provided. It is shown that the proposed sparsifying basis outperforms the conventional through-thewall CS model, the wavelet sparsifying basis, and the block sparse model for building interior layout detection.
Introduction
Through-the-wall radar imaging (TWRI) is an emerging technology that allows imaging of building interiors through exterior walls. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] TWRI combines electromagnetic waves transmitted and received at several different locations along an array aperture, whether physical or synthetic, to obtain a two-dimensional (2-D) or three-dimensional (3-D) image of the region of interest behind the front wall. This type of technology is of great interest in numerous civilian and military applications, including search-and-rescue missions. 10 High-resolution imaging is associated with large bandwidth signals and long array apertures. However, this demands acquisition and processing of large amounts of data. In order to expedite data acquisition and alleviate processing bottlenecks, compressive sensing (CS) has emerged as an effective approach that allows data compression while sensing. [11] [12] [13] [14] Besides the goal of achieving fast data acquisition, using few measurements to generate a highresolution image in TWRI is important logistically, as some of the data observations in time, space, and frequency can be difficult or impossible to attain. Such difficulty may be attributed to interference within a frequency band or at specific frequencies, and also due to the inability of the EM waves to reach the behind-the-wall scene from certain aspect angles.
In this paper, we address the problem of imaging building interior structures using a reduced number of measurements. The conventional backprojection method is commonly adopted in TWRI for image formation. It has been shown that missing a large number of data samples compromises the backprojection image quality and impedes detection of indoor targets. 15 In this paper, we consider interior walls as targets and attempt to reveal the building layout based on CS and sparse image reconstruction techniques. Construction practices suggest the exterior and interior walls to be parallel or perpendicular to each other. This enables sparse representations of the scene using dictionaries of possible wall and corner orientations and locations. Conventional CS recovery algorithms can then be applied to a reduced number of observations to recover the positions of various walls, which is a primary goal in through-the-wall sensing.
Detection of building interior structures assuming availability of full data measurements was presented in Refs. 16 to 21. In Ref. 16 , the problem of building structure estimation was solved using microwave ray tomography. The authors developed a Bayesian formulation and used Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure to sample the posterior distribution. In Ref. 17 , an iterative procedure based on the jumpdiffusion algorithm was proposed to estimate the building layout for moving sensor systems. The building layout mapping technique discussed in Ref. 18 relates the measurements to a list of floor-plan topologies through a graph-theoretical approach. Direct interpretation of the radar image was proposed in Ref. 19 , where an image of the full building layout and the interior targets was obtained by combining images obtained from two sides of the building. With proper angular radar illuminations, which certainly avoid the front wall returns, the corner features created by the junction of walls of a room are preserved. This idea was exploited in Refs. 20 and 21, where a building feature based approach was applied to estimate the type and location of different canonical scattering mechanisms. However, the oblique scan images must be clear so that all corners can be identified by a simple search of local maxima, which is not a straightforward assumption when a reduced number of data samples is considered.
In this paper, the building mapping problem is solved using fewer samples, acquired by a ground-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system that is located parallel to the front wall. We consider a 2-D scene model and devise a dictionary of possible wall locations for sparse representation, which is consistent with the interior walls being parallel or perpendicular to the front wall. A follow on step is to use a dictionary of possible corner reflectors, which is the type of reflection caused by the junction of walls that are perpendicular to each other. Determining corner reflectors along the wall segments can indicate the wall extent. Similar approaches, but with different models and formulations, were recently proposed in Refs. 22 and 23. In Ref. 22 , the Hough transform (HT) domain for continuous infinite-length line detection was strictly discretized for tunnel detection in ground penetrating radar. The TWRI problem, considered in Ref. 23 , provides an improvement to the conventional HT reconstruction assuming knowledge of the orientation of walls and by applying sharp windowing to the resulting HT. Reference 23, however, did not deal with CS and reduced data volume.
The proposed approach provides a reliable determination of the building interior layout while achieving a substantial reduction in data volume. Using simulated data as well as real data collected in a laboratory setting, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed sparsifying dictionary for reconstruction of building structures. In particular, we show that the proposed approach outperforms the conventional point target based through-the-wall CS model, the wavelet sparsifying basis, and the block sparse model for imaging of building structures.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces TWRI and presents the conventional image formation method. Section 3 reviews the CS theory applied to TWRI. Section 4 describes different image sparsifying basis including the proposed one. Section 5 discusses the multipath and reverberation effects on the building layout detection problem and Sec. 6 provides supporting results based on numerical and experimental data. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 7.
Throughout the paper, we denote vectors by boldface lowercase letters and matrices by boldface uppercase letters. For a given matrix A, A T and A H denote its transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively. I Q indicates an identity matrix of dimension Q × Q. Function sincðxÞ stands for sin ðxÞ∕x. We use the positive sign convention for time harmonic variables, i.e., exp ðþjωtÞ, where ω is the radian frequency.
TWRI Signal Model and Conventional Image
Formation Consider an SAR system in which a single antenna at one location transmits and receives the wideband radar signal, then moves to the next location, and repeats the same operation along the x-axis parallel to the front wall, as shown in Fig. 1 . Assume N antenna locations, which can be uniformly or randomly spaced. Since it is common practice to build walls either parallel or perpendicular to each other, all interior walls present in the scene are assumed to be parallel or perpendicular to the array. Let the antenna at the n'th location illuminate the scene with a stepped-frequency signal of M frequencies, which are equispaced over the desired band-
where ω 0 and Δ ω denote the lowest frequency in the bandwidth spanned by the stepped-frequency signal and the frequency step size, respectively. Note that, due to the specular nature of the wall reflections, contributions from interior building walls only parallel to the antenna array will mostly be received at the array. Detection of interior perpendicular walls would only be possible when imaging from another side of the building. Detection of corner reflectors along the interior parallel walls could also reveal the wall junctions. For a scene consisting of P point targets, I w interior walls parallel to the array axis, and C corner reflectors, the signal received by the n'th transceiver at the m'th frequency can be expressed as yðm; nÞ ¼ A w e −jω m τ w þ X
ϒ ½q;n A q S m;q;n e −jω m τ q;n ;
with
The function ϒ ½q;n works as an indicator function in the following way:
ϒ ½q;n ¼ 1 if n'th antenna illuminates the concave side of the q'th corner 0 otherwise :
That is, wall corners will only be revealed if the scanning path is on the concave side of the corner. In Eq. (2), A w , A w i , A p , and A q contain the amplitude of each scatterer. In general, each amplitude has three components: the attenuation caused by the distance between the scatterer and the receiver, the attenuation caused by the propagation through the front wall, and the complex reflectivity of each scatterer. The variables L q andθ q , respectively, define the length and the orientation angle of the q'th corner reflector, whereas θ q;n is the aspect angle associated with the q'th corner reflector and the n'th antenna. It is noted that the wall and target responses are assumed to be independent of frequency and aspect angle. In the above equation, τ w , τ w i , τ p;n , and τ q;n , respectively, represent the two-way traveling time of the signal from the n'th antenna to the wall, from the n'th antenna to the i'th interior wall, between the n'th antenna and the p'th target, and between the n'th antenna and the q'th corner. As the wall is a specular reflector and the antennas are located parallel to the front wall, the delays τ w and τ w i are independent of the variable n, as evident in the subscripts. A radar image is generated from the MN observations, yðm; nÞ, m ¼ 0; : : : ; M − 1, n ¼ 0; : : : ; N − 1, using a wideband synthetic aperture beamformer as follows. The scene being imaged is partitioned into a finite number of pixels, N x × N z , in crossrange and downrange. That is, the scene can be represented by the complex reflectivity function rðk; lÞ, k ¼ 0; : : : ; N x − 1, l ¼ 0; : : : ; N z − 1. The complex composite signal, corresponding to the ðk; lÞ'th pixel, is obtained by applying a set of focusing delays, τ ðk;lÞ;n , to align all signal returns from the ðk; lÞ'th pixel, and then summing the results, 
Note that the focusing delay, τ ðk;lÞ;n corresponds to the twoway signal propagation time between the n'th antenna location and the ðk; lÞ'th pixel. The process described by Eq. (5) is performed for all N x × N z pixels to generate the image of the scene. The aforementioned image formation procedure is commonly known as frequency-domain backprojection. It assumes the point target model and does not take into account the specular nature of the wall reflections, particularly the normal angle radar returns from the wall when the antennas are located parallel to the wall.
Compressive Sensing for TWRI
The CS theory 11, 12, 25 states that good accuracy reconstruction of a signal can be achieved with signal subsampling, provided that the following requirements are satisfied: (1) the signal to be recovered must be sparse in an appropriate basis, and (2) the signal should have a linear relationship with the sampled data measurements. CS framework has been shown to be useful for reducing data acquisition time and alleviating processing bottlenecks in TWRI. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] In CS-based TWRI, the scene itself is usually considered sparse for CS application. 26, 29 This sparsity-driven approach operates under the assumption of the point target model and applies the sparsity condition directly to the scene, arguing that the number of point targets P present is typically much smaller than the number of scene pixels. That is, P ≪ N x × N z . Let y n ¼ ½yð0;nÞ yð1;nÞ ::: yðM − 1;nÞ T represent the received signal vector corresponding to the M frequencies at the n'th antenna location, and r be the concatenated N x N z × 1 scene reflectivity vector corresponding to the spatial sampling grid. Then, under the point target model and using Eq. (2), we obtain the relationship between the measurements at the n'th antenna location and the scene reflectivity as
where Ψ n is an M × N x N z matrix, whose rows are given by ½Ψ n m ¼ ½ e −jω m τ ð0;0Þ ;n · · · e −jω m τ ðNx−1;Nz−1Þ ;n ;
with m ¼ 0; : : : ; M − 1. Vector r can be viewed as the output of a weighted indicator function, which takes the value σ p if the p'th point target exists at the (k,l)'th pixel; otherwise, it is zero. Equation (6) considers the contribution of only one antenna location. Stacking the measurement vectors corresponding to all N antennas forms the vector y,
Equations (6) and (8) together yield the linear system of equations,
where
denotes the overcomplete dictionary with MN rows and N x N z columns.
Towards the objective of fast data acquisition, consider y ⌣ , which is a vector of length Q 1 Q 2 (≪ MN), consisting of elements chosen from y as follows:
where Φ is a Q 1 Q 2 × MN matrix of the form 
In Eq. (12), kron denotes the Kronecker product, ϑ is a Q 2 × N measurement matrix constructed by uniformly or randomly selecting Q 2 rows of an N × N identity matrix, and φ ðnÞ ; n ¼ 0; 1; : : : ; N − 1; is a Q 1 × M measurement matrix constructed by uniformly or randomly selecting Q 1 rows of an M × M identity matrix. We note that ϑ determines the reduced antenna locations, whereas φ ðnÞ determines the reduced set of frequencies corresponding to the n'th antenna location.
We aim to solve the optimization problem
where l 0 is the number of non-zero elements in x. This problem requires an exhaustive search and, in general, its solution is not feasible. CS recovers the sparse signal x from y ⌣ by solving the following convexification of (P 0 ),
Several methods are available in the literature to solve the optimization problem (P 1 ). The l 1 -minimization is a convex problem and can be recast as a linear program (LP). 31 This is the foundation for the basis pursuit (BP) techniques. 13, 25, 32 Alternatively, greedy methods, known as matching pursuit (MP), can be used to solve (P 1 ) iteratively. 33, 34 In this paper, we choose orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) to solve (P 1 ), which is known to provide a fast and easy to implement solution.
Sparse Representation of the Image
The prevalent assumptions in CS-based TWRI literature are that: (1) the scene being imaged itself is sparse, and (2) the targets satisfy the point target model. The approach based on these assumptions, presented in Sec. 3, will be called the conventional approach henceforth. Recently, another CSbased approach has been proposed, which employs the 2D discrete wavelet transform (2D-DWT) as a sparsifying transform for through-the-wall images. 30 The introduction of the 2D-DWT overcomes the point target limitation of the conventional approach and provides the capability to deal with extended targets. Alternatively, extended targets can also be handled by exploiting the block-sparse structure of the scene, as proposed in Ref. 35 for general CS applications. The block-sparse approach, applied to TWRI, amounts to maintaining the conventional point-target based CS model and suitably extending the recovery algorithm by assuming blocks of contiguous target pixels. In this section, we review the wavelet-based and block-sparse approaches and present the proposed sparsifying basis for interior wall and corner detection application.
2D-Discrete Wavelet Transform
In practical TWRI situations, medium sized targets populate more than a single pixel in the image, thus making the point target assumption no longer valid. Hence, a more appropriate basis other than just the columns of an identity matrix is desirable for dealing with extended targets. The wavelet basis is widely used for sparse representation in image compression, 36 and is adequate for representing sharp variations of the image intensity. Thus, the conventional CS image formation was combined with the 2D-DWT in Ref. 30 , yielding a more appropriate approach for extended target detection in CS-based TWRI.
An extensive study of the performance of different 2D-DWTs was carried out in Ref. 30 , concluding that the dualtree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) is the most appropriate candidate for TWRI images. In this case, the sparsifying dictionary is given by W, where W ∈ C N x N z ×W is the matrix spanning the vector space of the DT-CWT basis, with W being the number of wavelet coefficients. The linear system of equations relating the observed data y and the wavelet coefficients is given by
where x is the sparse image representation expressed in the wavelet basis. The optimization of the wavelet basis for the wall detection problem is out of the scope of this paper.
Proposed Approach: Sparsifying Dictionary for Imaging of Building Structures
In this section, we propose a new sparsifying approach for imaging building interior structures in TWRI. The typical geometrical signatures of building interior walls and prior information about common construction practices are exploited to design two sparsifying dictionaries well-suited to the wall and the corner detection problem which will allow us to work with far fewer measurements. First, a sparsifying dictionary based on possible wall locations is used to infer wall positions. Then, more information regarding the junctions between parallel and perpendicular walls is obtained following a similar sparsifying dictionary based on dihedral reflection response. It is noted that although the signal model considered here assumes a 2-D scene, the proposed approach can be readily extended to 3-D by handling reflections from wall-floor and wall-ceiling junctions in a manner similar to the wall-wall junctions. This section is divided into three parts. The first part concentrates on the proper linear representation relating the observed data with the image, whereas the second and the third part introduce the two sparsifying basis for interior structure detection applications.
Linear model for interior wall detection
Instead of the sensing matrix described in Eq. (10) where each antenna accumulates the contributions of all the pixels, we use an alternate sensing matrix, proposed in Ref. 37 , to relate the scene vector, r, and the observation vector, y. This matrix underlines the specular reflections produced by the walls. Specular reflection is distinct from diffuse reflection produced by point-like targets, where incoming waves are reflected in a broad range of directions. Due to wall specular reflections, and since the array is assumed parallel to the front wall and, thus, parallel to interior walls, the rays collected at the n'th antenna will be produced by portions of the walls that are only in front of this antenna (see Fig. 2 ). The alternate matrix, therefore, only considers the contributions of the pixels that are located in front of each antenna. In so doing, the returns of the walls located parallel to the array axis are emphasized. As such, it is most suited to the specific building structure imaging problem, wherein the signal returns are mainly caused by EM reflections of exterior and interior walls. The alternate linear model can be expressed as
withΨ n defined as ½Ψ n m ¼ ½I ½ð0;0Þ;n e −jω m τ ð0;0Þ ··· I ½ðN x −1;N z −1Þ;n e −jω m τ ðNx −1;Nz−1Þ :
In Eq. (19), τ ðk;lÞ ¼ 2ρ l ∕c is the two-way signal propagation time associated with the downrange ρ l of the (k,l)'th pixel, and the function I ½ðk;lÞ;n works as an indicator function in the following way: I ½ðk;lÞ;n ¼ 1 if the ðk; lÞ'th pixel is in front of the n'th antenna 0 otherwise :
That is, if x k , x n , and ∂x represent the crossrange coordinate of the (k,l)'th pixel, the crossrange coordinate of the n'th antenna location, and the crossrange sampling step, respectively, then I ½ðk;lÞ;n ¼ 1 provided that Fig. 3 ).
Sparsifying basis for interior wall detection
With the synthetic array aperture parallel to the front wall, interior walls parallel to the array will dominate the image. We, therefore, focus primarily on the detection of interior walls parallel to the front wall. It is noted that the walls perpendicular to the array could return the radiated wave through multipath via involvement of the parallel walls. This issue is discussed in Sec. 5. The number of parallel walls is typically much smaller compared to the downrange extent of the building, and thus, the decomposition of the image into horizontal walls can be considered as sparse. Note that although other indoor targets, such as furniture, humans, and wall-wall corners, may be present in the scene, their projections onto the horizontal lines are expected to be negligible compared to those of the wall. In order to obtain a linear matrix-vector relation between the scene and the horizontal projections, we define a sparsifying matrix R composed of possible wall locations. Specifically, each column of the dictionary R represents an image containing a single wall of length l x pixels, located at a specific crossrange and at a specific downrange in the image. Consider the crossrange to be divided into N c nonoverlapping blocks of l x pixels each (see Fig. 4 ), and the downrange division defined by the pixel grid. The number of blocks N c is determined by the value of l x , which is the minimum expected wall length in the scene. Therefore, the dimension of R is N x N z × N c N z , where the product N c N z denotes the number of possible wall locations. Figure 5 shows a simplified scheme of the sparsifying dictionary generation. The projection associated with each wall location is given by 
the linear system of equations relating the observed data y and the sparse vector g is given by
In practice and by the virtue of collecting signal reflections corresponding to the zero aspect angle, any interior wall outside the synthetic array extent will not be visible to the system. Finally, the reconstructed CS image in this case is obtained by first recovering the projection vector g using OMP and then forming the product Rg.
The projection defined in Eq. (20) clearly favors the detection of targets whose extent spreads in the crossrange image dimension. Thus, the contribution of horizontal walls will be much stronger than the contribution of point targets when using the proposed projection. This can be proven as follows. For simplicity, we assume that the crossrange pixel division matches exactly the antenna array spacing (x k ¼ x n and ∂x ¼ ∂n, where ∂n represents the inter-element spacing of the array). Consider a single block B½b located at the l'th downrange, which contains a single point target with reflectivity σ p . That is, out of the l x pixels that form B½b, all are equal to zero except one which assumes the value σ p . Thus, the contribution of the point target under the proposed sparsifying basis is On the other hand, if the block B½b contains a wall instead of a point target, all the pixels that form B½b will be equal to the wall reflectivity σ w and, thus, the contribution in this case will be g 
It is noted that we are implicitly assuming that the extents of the walls in the scene are integer multiples of the block of l x pixels. In case this condition is not satisfied, the maximum error in determining the wall extent will be at the most equal to the chosen block size. In order to reduce this error, the chosen block size should be small. However, a smaller block size will cause the contributions from point-like targets to increase under the proposed sparsifying basis. In short, there exists a tradeoff between wall extent estimation error and the ability of the proposed basis to favor targets extended in crossrange. The follow on step of detecting reflections from wall-wall junctions can help alleviate this issue.
Sparsifying basis for corner detection
Once the wall locations have been determined, more information about the walls and their extent can be inferred by detecting the corners (dihedral) formed by the intersection of two walls that are perpendicular to each other. We will, therefore, search for dihedrals along the N x possible crossrange locations but only at the downrange, where a wall was detected in the previous stage. Thus, assuming that N w walls are detected, the sparsifying dictionary based on possible dihedral locations, named Λ, can be introduced with N x N w columns, each corresponds to a corner response located at a different position. The corner response is modeled following Eqs. (2) and (3). The linear relationship between the possible dihedral locations, represented by the column vector ν, and the observed data measurements is given by
Therefore, the initial step in the proposed algorithm is to detect wall positions from the compressed data measurements using the sparse model defined in Eq. (22) . Using the downranges of the detected walls, a dictionary of dihedral positions [Eq. (24) ] is then used to determine the extent of the parallel walls by indicating the locations of perpendicular walls.
Block-Sparsity Approach
The sparsifying model proposed in Sec. 4.2 takes advantage of the additional structure in the form of the non-zero entries occurring in clusters exhibited by the scene image containing interior walls. Another possible approach that can take advantage of the clustering property is the block-sparsity approach. 35 Consider the sparse representation of the TWRI data defined in Eq. (9), which operates under the point target model. Similar to Sec. 4.2.2, in order to define block-sparsity, we view r as a concatenation of N c N z blocks of length l x , i.e., 35 r ¼ r 1 · · · r l x |fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl ffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl ffl}
where r T ½b; l denotes the b'th crossrange block located at the l'th downrange. For building layout detection, image r is block K-sparse, i.e., it has non-zero Euclidean norm for at most K blocks. Similarly, we can represent Ψ as a concatenation of column-blocks Ψ½b; l of size MN × l x ,
Once the formulation is expressed in a block form, the block extension of OMP (BOMP) can be applied to recover the sparse image r. 35 5 Multipath Effects EM propagation in a highly scattering environment suffers from multipath effects. The multipath signals can cause ghost targets, which increase the number of false alarms reported by the system. The problem of multipath propagation in TWRI has been investigated in recent years in Refs. 38 to 40. The image can be improved by correcting the ghosting problem while retaining the true targets, provided a good EM model of the propagation environment is available, which, in turn, requires knowledge of the building layout. For the building layout detection problem considered in this paper and excluding the corner junction caused by two walls, two types of multipath returns or reverberations are prevalent, namely, building reverberation and front wall reverberation. Building reverberation is a result of multiple reflections of the transmitted signal off interior walls within the building, whereas multiple reflections within the front wall constitute the front wall reverberation. In this section, we investigate the effects of the reverberations on the building layout detection problem. The walls are assumed to be smooth with specular reflection. Figure 6 shows the trajectory of one possible twice-bounced component of Fig. 6 Geometry depicting building reverberation (two bounces).
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021003-7 Apr-Jun 2013/Vol. 22 (2) the building reverberation. Due to the specular nature of wall reflections, which requires the angle of incidence to be equal to the angle of reflection, it is clear from Fig. 6 that a twicebounced reverberation component will not return to the transceiver location, except in the case of a double-bounced reflection from the corners. The corner reflections have been separately incorporated into the signal model in Sec. 2 and are thus not considered in this section. There exist higher order multipath components with multiple bounces from other walls that may arrive at the transceiver location, but these paths are weaker due to the secondary reflections and the higher path loss. As such, their contribution is disregarded in this work. Based on the aforementioned observations, building reverberation will not pose a problem for the proposed method for interior layout detection.
On the other hand, front wall reverberation, depicted in Fig. 7(b) , would cause replicas of the front wall to appear in the image at downranges behind the wall. We note that this issue will be less pronounced in wall materials, such as concrete, in which the radar signal undergoing multiple bounces within the wall suffers a higher degree of attenuation. We demonstrate this through simulation examples in Sec. 6.
Simulation and Experimental Results

Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme using synthesized data. A stepped-frequency signal consisting of 335 frequencies covering the 1 to 2 GHz frequency band was used for interrogating the scene. A monostatic synthetic aperture array, consisting of 71-element locations with an inter-element spacing of 2.2 cm, was employed. The array was located parallel to a 1.6-m-wide front wall, and centered at 0 m in crossrange at a standoff distance of 2.42 m. The scene behind the front wall contained two interior walls, a back wall, and a single point target. The first interior wall extended from −0.78 to −0.29 m in crossrange at a downrange of 3.37 m, while the second wall was located at 5.12 m downrange, extending from 0.29 to 0.78 m in crossrange. The 1.6-m-wide back wall was located at 6.24 m and was aligned with the front wall in crossrange. To simulate different wall materials, we considered different reflectivities for interior (σ ¼ 0.85) and exterior walls (σ ¼ 1). The two interior walls and the back wall have corner reflectors on their extremities to emulate the junctions between parallel and perpendicular walls. The point target was located at (0.02, 4.24 m). Figure 8 depicts the geometry of the simulated scene. The region to be imaged is chosen to be 5.65 (crossrange) ×4.45 m 2 (downrange), centered at (0, 4.23) m, and is divided into 128 × 128 pixels. Figure 9 shows the through-the-wall radar image obtained with the backprojection algorithm, described in Eq. (5), using all MN observations. In this figure and all subsequent figures in this section, we plot the image intensity with the maximum intensity value in each image normalized to 0 dB. The four walls and the point target are clearly visible in Fig. 9 . For sparsity-based imaging, we consider only 6.4% of the full data volume (25% uniformly selected frequencies and 25% uniformly chosen sensor locations). Figure 10 depicts the CS image reconstruction obtained with the following three approaches: conventional CS approach, wavelet-based CS approach, and the proposed approach for wall detection. The number of wavelets coefficients, W, was set to 65536, which corresponds to a DT-CWT with depth of decomposition equal to 4. For the proposed approach, the Fig. 9 Through-the-wall radar image using conventional backprojection with 100% data. Fig. 7 Geometry depicting wall reverberation: propagation through wall described by path (a) and first-order reverberation described by path (b). number of blocks, N c , was set equal to 3 and the size of each block was chosen to be 1 pixel in downrange and l x ¼ 12 pixels in crossrange, which corresponds to a minimum wall length of 0.53 m. In this simulation, the walls present in the scene lie along the predefined block grid. Later, we will show a case where this assumption is not satisfied. We forced the number of iterations of the OMP to be equal to 8 in all cases, which means that the output of the OMP will be a sparse vector of 8 non-zero components. Figure 10(a) shows the image reconstructed with the conventional CS-based imaging with no sparsifying basis. Since the walls are extended targets and appear dense under the point target model, all the degrees of freedom are used up in reconstructing the front wall. Thus, the conventional approach fails to recover the building structure. The corresponding reconstructed scene obtained with the wavelet approach is shown in Fig. 10(b) . Although this approach is more suitable for representing extended targets than the point target model, it is clearly not enough to reconstruct the interior building structure with 8 non-zero wavelet coefficients. Finally, Fig. 10 (c) and 10(d), respectively, show the resulting image of the proposed wall detection stage and the proposed corner detection stage. It is evident that the image produced by the proposed wall detector, which is shown in Fig. 10(c) , has adequately reconstructed the structure of the building. Wall corner detections, as shown in Fig. 10(d) , refine the detection of building structures by indicating the extents of the walls detected in Fig. 10(c) .
Considering the scene itself to be sparse and making use of the block-sparsity in the reconstruction algorithm with BOMP yields the image shown in Fig. 11 . We observe that not only some portions of the back and front wall are missing from the image, but also a few false blocks have been reconstructed. Basically, BOMP reconstructs the most prominent blocks that appear in Fig. 9 , which includes the artifacts resulting from range sidelobes of the front wall response. These deficiencies can be attributed to the underlying point target model.
In general, the wall extension may not fit the block grid defined by the sparsifying basis for interior wall detection. In the following example, we consider different extents for the two interior walls of the previous example. In particular, the first interior wall extends now from −0.78 to −0.56 m in crossrange at the same downrange, while the second wall is located as before at 5.12 m downrange, but extending from 0.02 to 0.78 m in crossrange. Figure 12 depicts the Fig. 13 Reconstructed image from the recovered sparse vector using OMP and 6.4% data: (a) proposed approach for wall detection and (b) proposed approach for corner detection. layout of the simulated scene. According to these wall measurements, the first interior wall occupies half a block, whereas the second wall occupies one and a half block. Again, working with the same 6.4% of the measurements, Fig. 13 (a) and 13(b) show the recovered CS images from the wall detection step and the corner detection step, respectively. Figure 13 (a) shows how the wall that is occupying one and a half block is now recovered as a two block wall, and the half block wall is recovered as a complete block wall. These initial wall estimates can be refined and corrected with the corner detection, which accurately determines the extent of each wall. In order to provide a quantitative analysis of the performance of the proposed approach, we use the Earth mover's distance (EMD). 41, 42 This is a popular metric for images and is used in image similarity. Limiting the error in sparsely recovered images to l p norms is quite inconvenient because they do not accurately represent perceptual differences between images. 43, 44 Intuitively, given two images, the EMD reflects the minimal amount of work that must be performed to transform one image into the other. Thus, the EMD Journal of Electronic Imaging 021003-11 Apr-Jun 2013/Vol. 22 (2) naturally extends the notion of a distance between single elements to that of distance between sets or distributions. 45 The EMD metric was used in a CS framework in Refs. 43 and 44. Plots showing the EMD of the proposed wall detection approach and the proposed corner detection approach versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are provided in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. In order to generate these plots, white Gaussian noise was added to the simulated data measurements. Both Figs. 14 and 15 make evident the degradation of the proposed techniques in terms of detection capability due to the reduction in the data volume. Figures 14(a) and 15(a) correspond to reduction of the frequency observations, while the number of sensors is reduced in Figs. 14(b) and  15(b) . In both cases, the EMD increases as the SNR decreases. Furthermore, for a given SNR, the EMD increases with decreasing data volume.
Finally, we investigate the effect of the echoes produced by front wall reverberation. In the simulation, we consider the first-order reverberation of the front wall plotted in Fig. 7(b) . Higher-order reverberation are, in general, weaker compared to the first-order one due to secondary reflections and high attenuation in the wall material. Therefore, these paths are not taken into account in our simulation. The simulated scene is the same described at the beginning of this section. We use 6.4% of the data and the number of iterations is set to 8 for the wall detection step, as before. Figure 16 shows the performance of the proposed approach for two types of front wall. Figure 16 (a) considers a 0.15-m-thick solid concrete wall with dielectric constant of 7.66, whose first-order reverberation attenuation is set equal to 30 dB. With this type of wall, the reverberation of the front wall is weak and thus, the proposed approach does not produce replicated images of the front wall. On the other hand, Fig. 16(b) considers a less attenuative wall (a 0.15-mthick adobe brick front wall with a dielectric constant of 3.2), whose reverberation attenuation is equal to 15 dB. In this case, the algorithm reconstructs the replica of the front wall and misses the back wall because the reverberation causes a ghost whose contribution is higher than the back wall of the room. 
Experimental Results
A through-the-wall SAR system was set up in the Radar Imaging Lab, Villanova University. The system and signal parameters are the same as those for the simulated data. The scene consisted of two parallel plywood walls, each 2.25-cm thick, 1.83-m wide, and 2.43-m high. Both walls were centered at 0 m in crossrange. The first and the second walls were located at respective distances of 3.25 m and 5.1 m from the antenna baseline. Figure 17 depicts the geometry of the experimental scene. The region to be imaged is chosen to be the same as in Sec. 6.1. Figure 18 shows the conventional backprojection imaging result using the full dataset, wherein the two walls can be clearly seen. For the CS approach, instead of measuring all 335 frequencies at all 71 antenna locations, we use a uniform subset of only 84 frequencies at each of the 18 uniformly spaced antenna locations, which represents 6.4% of the full data volume. The CS reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 19 . We note in Fig. 19 that the proposed algorithm for wall detection was able to reconstruct both walls. However, it can be observed in Fig. 18 that ghost walls appear immediately behind each true wall position. These ghosts are attributed to the dihedral-type reflections from the wall-floor junctions. Figure 20 depicts the geometry of another experimental scene which considers the same two walls as before, together with a perpendicular wall which is located midpoint along the extent and connected to the two parallel walls. The perpendicular wall is also made of plywood and is 3.8-cm thick. Figure 21 shows the conventional backprojection imaging result using the full dataset. We observe from this figure that the vertical wall is casting a shadow on part of the back wall. Using the same reduced set of measurements of 84 frequencies at 18 different antenna locations, the wall detection approach proposed in this paper produces the CS reconstructed image shown in Fig. 22(a) . Clearly, the reconstruction misses the part of the back wall that is obstructed by the new perpendicular wall. Two corner features are created by the junction of the back wall and the perpendicular wall. However, Fig. 22(b) shows that the proposed corner detection approach fails in correctly detecting these two corners. This is due to the fact that the synthetic array is centered at the crossrange location of the perpendicular wall and its extent and standoff distance are such that most of the antennas pick up a weak response from the corners. This example confirms that the two steps of wall and corner detection must work in concert and corner detection by itself may not be sufficient for building layout determination.
Conclusion
A sparsity-based approach for imaging of interior building structure was presented. The proposed technique makes use of the prior information about building construction practices of interior walls to both devise an appropriate linear model and design a sparsifying dictionary based on the expected wall alignment relative to the radar's scan direction. In a follow on step for determining the extents of the previously detected parallel walls and for locating perpendicular walls, a sparsifying dictionary based on the possible corner reflector locations is used to detect wall-wall junctions. The proposed approach provides reliable determination of building layouts, while achieving substantial reduction in data volume. Matlab simulation based results depicted the improved performance of the proposed method when compared to backprojection, conventional point-target based CS, and CS employing wavelet sparsifying basis. Moreover, the proposed approach was shown to overcome the limitations of the recently proposed block-sparsity model when applied to building interior layout detection. Results based on laboratory experiments were also provided. In particular, a structure composed of two parallel and one perpendicular walls was considered to bring about the corner reflections. The results showed that the two steps of wall and corner detections must work in concert for reliable determination of the building interior structure.
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